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A new magnum-length
action designed tOl' the
wOl'ld's most potent
cal'tl'idges. Plus, it's
the til'st tactol'Y I'ille
chambel'ed tOl' the new
.338 Lapua Magnuml
By Jon Sundra.
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i,n't
often that
we get
the
opportunity
to play
around
with a truly new rifle and
cartridge. Usually if it's a
new rifle it's chambered for
an existing cartridge and if it's a new
cartridge, it's chambered in an existing rifle.
A refreshing exception turned up
recently in the form of the Heym
Express, a slick new turnbolt based
on a true magnum action and chambered for the .338 Lapua Magnum.
When initially unveiled at the '89
SHOT Show the Heym Express was
to be offered in eight chamberings,
the smallest of which was the .375
H&H. The others - consisting of the

.378 Weatherby, .404 Jeffery, .416
Rigby, .450 Ackley, .460 Weatherby,
.500 Nitro Express and .500 A-Square
- testify not only to Heym's obvious
commitment to the Dangerous Game
Rifle (DGR) genre, but also to the
revived interest in big bore rifles in
general. Obviously, the addition of
the .338 Lapua Magnum is a new
development that has come on the
scene since Heym's announcement of
the Express.
I'm not really sure what triggered
the current wave of interest in big
bore cartridges but it's been going
strong for the past five years. Of all
rounds both commercial and wildcat,
probably none has generated more
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interest than the old and highly revered .416 Rigby, a cartridge that dates back to 1911. The Rigby was (and is)
unique in many ways, not the least of which is its sheer
size; it required Mauser to produce a special action, the
No. 20, just to accommodate it.
Lengthwise, the Rigby case isn't much longer than the
.375 H&H, but its head diameter is a nominal .582 or
roughly .070" longer than that of a standard belted magnum.
With this renewed interest in the Rigby and similar big
bore rifles and cartridges, old Oberndorf Magnum
Mauser rifles (or actions alone), have become precious.
There has also been a coat-tail effect that has tweaked
interest - and prices - of other magnum actions like
the old French Brevex and the Czechoslovakian Brno
.602, both of which can also digest.the over-sized Rigby
round or any wildcat based on it, including the
Weatherby .378/.460 case, which is nothing
more than the Rigby hull fitted with
a belt.
There has, however,
been a far greater demand
for true magnum actions
than there was supply, so
custom and limited production makers like David Gentry,
Dakota Arms, Kimber and Royal
Arms to name four, came out with
their own variations of the
Magnum Mauser. And with
Ruger and Heym of Germany
joining the fray, big bore
enthusiasts now have a
choice of at least eight true
magnum actions, counting
the old Mauser and
Brevex, and the Weatherby
MarkY.
.
The Heym Express shares the same basic
mechanics as all the other magnum actions to
surface of late, save the Mark V, in that it features the controlled-round feeding system of the
Mauser. Confident that most GUNS readers are aware
of the basic differences in controlled round feeding as
opposed to the push-ahead system employed by virtually
all non-Mauser type rifles and the reasons why it's the
preferred system on which to base a dangerous Game
Rifle, I'll not belabor the point. Suffice to say the Heym's
large, non-rotating extractor takes control of the case
rim the moment the cartridge pops free of the feed rails.
When it comes to ejection, however, the Express
departs somewhat from both the Mauser '98 and from
the pre-'64 Model 70 variation thereof which is being
used by all the aforementioned makers of magnum
actions save Weatherby. All place a static, pivoting ejector in the 7 o'clock position in the floor of the receiver
bridge so that the left locking lug needn't be bisected as
on the Mauser. A slot on the side of the bolt head allows
passage of the ejector arm to contact the case rim, thus
tossing the empty clear of the port simply by virtue of its
rearward motion (inertia) being abruptly stopped by contact with the ejector.
If there's a disadvantage to the Winchester system it's
that the bolt face must still be slotted for passage of the
ejector arm. The Heym, on the other hand, avoids slotting
the bolt head entirely by employing a pin not unlike that
used in the plunger-type ejection systems seen on most of
today's rifles. However, the Heym differs entirely in that
the ejector pin is spring loaded to keep it withdrawn from
the surface of the bolt face until its rear surface contacts
the ejector near the end of the bolt's rearward travel just
before the left lug contacts the stop. It is still, therefore,
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inertia or mechanical ejection, but it's achieved through
the ejector contacting the rear of the pin rather than the
case head directly. The side of the bolt head must still be
slotted for the ejector arm, but on the Heym it need not be
extended into the bolt face.
This unique variation on the inertia ejection theme was
just recently incorporated into the Heym Magnum .
Originally, Express rifles and actions (the latter are sold
separately for the princely sum of $3150) did indeed have
the Model 7a-type ejector and the slotted bolt head.
Because this action was designed specifically around
the world's largest and most potent cartridges, a lot of
thought was given to the problems attendant with heavy
recoil. I don't mean from the shooter's perspective but rather that of taking adequate
precautions to preclude stock splitting.
The easiest and most traditional
approach to stocking big bores
calls for a second recoil lug to be
affixed to the underside of the
barrel some several inches
ahead of the receiver so that
recoil forces are divided up
among the two. Considering
that the conventional, receiver-mounted recoil lug delivers all force to what is a relatively thin web of wood
between it and the magazine mortise, a second, forward-mounted lug can actually
handle far more recoil with far
less likelihood of splitting than
can the rear one, crossbolt reinforced or not.
Since Heym was starting with a
clean sheet of paper in designing the
Express, they looked at alternative solutions.
What they came up with was a unique system whereAs originally shown the Heym Express featured Model 70-type
ejection which required an ejector slot in the bolt face as
shown here. It has since been replaced with an ejector pin.

by recoil is transmitted to the stock via two vertically-oriented abutments on either side of the magazine box.
Together these two abutments have about 50 percent more
surface area than a conventional recoil lug located beneath
the receiver ring. Moreover, the wood backing them up is
the solid buttstock itself, not just a web of wood.
It's a deceptive arrangement because upon removing
the barreled action from the stock, there is a conventional-looking recoil lug just where you'd expect it: on the bottom of the receiver ring. Instead of this lug being backed
up by the web of wood, however, it abuts a lip at the forward edge of the magazine box and it is through this lip
that the entire recoil force is transmitted to the stock.
Obviously, the magazine has to be extremely strong
and rigid. When removed from the stock and reassembled, the action looks massive, even clumsy. That impression, however, is due strictly to the bottom metal which
together with the stock, accounts for 41/2 pounds of the
gun's total ll-pound weight. The receiver itself is a thing
of beauty, trim and light in weight.
The trigger guard bow is separate; it's forward surface
has a slot that engages and hinges upon a cross pin at the
rear of the box and is secured by the rear guard screw.
It is rather unusual, I think, that the Heym sports a
Timney trigger; as such, it's fully adjust-able and nestled
in a housing of machined aluminum. The bolt body measures .775 which is roughly .080 larger than a standard
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The ejector arm acts upon a spring-retracted pin fitted into bolt's
face rather than the case head, precluding slotting the bolt head.

Unique recoil shoulders behind the Heym's magazine box direct
the recoil forces to the stock, hence the massive bottom metal.

'94, Ruger 77, Remington 700, etc. The shroud at the rear,
which houses a Model 70-type 3-position safety, is wide
enough to seal off the lug raceways at the rear of the
receiver bridge. Gas venting is courtesy of a .200" diameter hole exactly one inch behind the bolt face, and another
of similar size on the right side of the receiver ring.
By moving the safety to its middle position the bolt can
be withdrawn from the receiver and the striker assembly
removed; no tools are required. The striker assembly is
exactly that: a striker that contacts a separate firing pin
that floats in the bolt head where a mild coil spring keeps it
withdrawn.
Bolt travel is 51/4" and the maximum overall cartridge
length that can be accommodated in the magazine is 3.75.
At the front of the magazine is another unique feature
which Heym calls a cartridge buffer; it's a spring-loaded
plate that pushes the rounds against the rear-of the box as
it's being charged. See accompanying story by Tom Turpin
-Editor.
Cosmetically, the Heym folks have carried out the
express rifle theme very nicely. The flat-bottomed, flatsided receiver sports a double flat-top a la Magnum
Mauser. The rear sight base affixed to the 24-inch barrel
holds one fixed-blade V-notch with vertical white line, plus
two folding, notched leaves for finer sighting at 100 and
200 yards. The front sight isn't the best looking I've seen
but it more than makes up for that by its functional practicality. A huge liB-inch double-sided white dot is integral
with a 1/4" diameter threaded bolt.
Elevation adjustment is accomplished by simply turning
the screw in or out. It's an excellent arrangement, sturdy,
highly visible and quick to use. It's a much better system
than having to file the notch of the rear sight, which is
then good for only one specific load and distance.
The stock is in keeping with what one has a right to
expect on a 3,700-dollar rifle. The American classic-style
stock on my test rifle was of nicely figured French walnut
with beaded cheekpiece and rosewood forend tip. I stress
"American" because so many German gun makers are
either incapable or unwilling to make the necessary styling
concessions required to sell guns in our market. Heym is
an exception, not only with their Express model, but with
their bread and butter SR-20 which in more mundane calibers is offered in three models sporting stocks that look
right out of the mainstream of contemporary custom rifle
styling.
Beautifully done 22 LPI checkering in a classic point
pattern and a brown rubber recoil pad complete the
ensemble - well, almost complete it. The blued steel grip

cap houses a trapdoor in which a spare front sight and a
spare firing pin are housed. Neat!
Because the barreled action bottoms literally on flats
that are integral with the massive bottom metal I spoke
of, only the barrel is bedded, and in fiberglass at that. In
other words, the entire length of the barrel channel is
glassed.
My test gun was equipped with a Leupold 1.5-5X variable in Apel QD mounts. A simple lifting of the locking
lever on the right side of the rear base allows the scope to
be rotated 90 degrees to the right and disengaged from
its front dovetail for iron sight use.
The .338 Lapua: As for the new .338 Lapua for which
my test rifle was chambered, it's one hotrock of a car-
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The only ammo available to Jon for testing was Lapua's factory
load which had a 250-grain FMJ military bullet ahead of an 87grain charge of powder. Amuzzle velocity of 2785 fps was far
short of the claimed 2950, though it should easily be achieved.
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tridge that has seemingly come out
of nowhere. Those of you who read
my June Rifleman column here in
GUNS will'recall that I talked about
this cartridge which was developed
for the military as an experimental
long-range sniper round by Lapua of
Finland. The cartridge is based on a
slightly shortened version of the
.416 Rigby case, hence requiring a
magnum action like the Heym.
By slightly I mean two-tenths of
an inch shorter than the Rigby hull.
Case capacity is reduced from about
123 to 107 grains of water (measuring to the base of the neck.) As a •
basis for comparison, the .340
Weatherby has a capacity of 92.5
grains or some 13 percent less.
The only ammo available is
Lapua's own and pnly in 250-grain
full metal jacket - obviously the
load they had worked up for martial
applications. The ballistic data which
appears on the box
lists muzzle velocity
at 900 meters per second which works out
to 2950 fps at 4830
foot pounds of energy..
My Oehler 35p, however, showed an
average MV of 2785.
Considering
that
Weatherby lists 2850
as the MV for their
250-grain .240 loading (that's in a 26inch barrel); it would seem that this
lot of factory fodder is a little down
on power. Considering that the
Lapua case has a 13-percent larger
boiler room, a nominal MY of around
3000 fps should be attainable.
In light of my getting only one
box of ammo with the gun, and
continued on page 79
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SUNS Special PI'ojects Editol' Tom TUI'pin is PI'esident of
Heym, Amel'ica.We asked him to give us an inside look
at the development of the new I'ille, and some feedback
on his own Heym Expl'ess, a .41BRigby.- Editol'
By Tom Turpin • Photos by Mustafa Bilal
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For size comparison the parent .416 Rigby
case is shown at the far left next to the
.338 Lapua. Next is the .340 Weatherby
and the .338 Winchester Magnum, neither
.of which requires a true magnum action.
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BIG BORE
EXPRESS

he fact that practically all the
premier rifle makers in the
world began th~ir products
with a Mauser made action speaks
well for the quality of the construction and brilliance of the original
design. John Rigby, Westley
Richards, Holland & Holland, and
other makers of best quality bolt
action rifles, all used Peter Paul
Mauser's product.
Mauser, of course, ceased produc"
tion of the superb '98 type actions
many years ago. There were hundreds of thousands of military
Mausers left over from the big war
and many of these were converted
into fine sporting rifles.
This works fine for standard (.3006) length cartridges, as the vast
majority of the '98 type Mauser
actions are superb actions. However,
when it comes to very long cartridges, or, very short ones for that

marter, one must find one of the original short or magnum length actions,
turned out by Mauser for the commercial market.
Another alternative is to hire one
of a handful of outstanding metalsmiths to either lengthen or shorten
a military action, an expensive
proposition. A third alternative is to
find someone like Fred Wells of
Prescott, Arizona, and have him
build you an action from scratch.
Needless to say, this alternative is
also very expensive. But then, so is
buying an original Mauser action in
either the long or short versions, if
. one can be found available for sale.
Now there is another option.
German rifle manufacturer F.W.
Heym is building a magnum length
action commercially that is almost a
copy of the original Mauser. When I
say that, I am referring to the action
itself. There are extensive changes
GUNS
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there not being enough time to get
reloading dies made up, my bench
session was brief to say the least.
Using three rather than five-shot
groups, accuracy was better than I
expected, even from a 3,700-dollar
rifle. My first group from a clean barrel went 17/8", then the gun settled
down and produced five, three-shot
groups that averaged exactly ORe
inch.
Before firing the last group, I
removed the scope and replaced it.
When the target was superimposed
upon the previous one, the resultant
6-shot group measured 1 1 /4.
Obviously the Apel mounts work
well.
All in all the Express performed
like one has a right to expect of such
an expensive gun. Feeding was
smooth, extraction spirited, trigger
action crisp and light, and the safety
moved silently, po·sitively. The oil-finished stock was very well done both
inside and out.
On the downside, the wrist and
forearm are just too thick for my
medium-sized hands; I could live with
it as is but would much prefer to see
both dimensions reduced in circumference. On tlie other hand, the footprint of the butt pad is too small for
the calibers for which this gun is
intended. I'd like to see the butt a little broader and deeper to spread the
recoil over a larger area.
An then there's the weight - 11
or so pounds of it, which can be laid
entirely at the door of the Express's
bottom metal. Were they to abandon
the current system and replace it
with a conventional, Mauser-type
integrated box/guard bow and place
a second recoil lug up on the barrel,
Heym could greatly broaden the
appeal of this action among the custom gunsmiths of the world - and
save a pound to boot.
As for the .338 Lapua, I'm afraid
that unless they can squeeze another
150 fps out of it, there's no justification for it; not when you can match it
with a .340 Weatherby and in a rifle
that doesn't need a true magnum
action to accommodate it.
In addition to the Express, Heym
of Munnerstadt, Germany, offers an
extensive line of quality rifles, shotguns and drillings. Heym firearms
are now being import-ed into the
U.S.A. by Heckler & Koch. For more
information on the Express, or any
other Heym firearms, contact H&K,
21480 Pacific Boulevard,
Sterling, Va. 22170-8903.
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We can glass bed our top
quality stocks to your rifle
for unsurpassed fit and
accuracy. Our ruggedly
made action area won't
compress or break down.
For your free Information write to: MPI STOCKS

P.O. Box 83266, Dept. G Portland, OR 97283
or call us at (503) 226-1215

For 0 Free Brochure coli:
(800) 821-5216 / (801) 224-7233 or write
1051 NO.lndustriol Pork Rood.Orem Ut.. 84057

FAST FAST SERVICE

The world's most powerful air cannon is also the world's
most flexible projectile and auxiliary device launcher.

Electrical or Mechanical Firing system.
Make Your Own Ammunition.
Standard Sight Mount.
Scope
Easy to Charge.
$19.95.
Ready To
Light Weight.
Shoot For
Fast Breech Loading.
$129.95
High Energy Launch Systems.
Fire steel or lead balls, shot loads, fin stabilized darts. Stun gun bean bags, paint balls, tear
gas, rescue ropes, fish nets, animal capture nets, fireworks, markers. Call for free Brochure.

Airpower Sabot Cannons, 707 Wells Rd., 1GM, Boulder City NV 89005
VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED. CALL TODAY: 1-702-294-0100
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216-678-3023

1-800-544-1102
The Hidden Difference™ holster
allows you to carry a small defen,
sive handgun without the bother of _ - - - - . ,
a jacket or vest to hide your rig.
o Only the knife sheath or pager
case shows.
o To draw, grasp the knife sheath
or pager case and draw your en·
tire holster.
o Comfortable enou!tJ and conceals
well enough th<i you can carry your
!JJn all day, every day ff you wish. .--===----,.
o Models to fit most small 22, 25,
and some 380 automatics.
Sheath fits 41/4" knffe. Case fits
small, late model pagers (not
included).
o Specify rigti or left hand shooter,
brown or black sheath.
o $49 postpaid for knffe sheath
models, $59 for pager case models
o Safeguard yourself and your family

Call Now, Toll-Free: 1-800-227-6464,24 hours. MC,
Visa, or C.O.D., or mail to Leatherwood Holsters (formerly
Leatherman Products) Teel Rd. Dept G, Winchendon, MA
01475. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back

G-S SALES COMPANY
P.O. BOX 5140 DEPT. G • KENT, OH 44240
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